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President’s Report

By Alan Clayton

In the last edition of the HeHo Herald there was an outline of ten events scheduled
to occur, during the course of 2021, to commemorate the declaration of the
Helmeted Honeyeater and the Leadbeater’s Possum as the faunal emblems of
Victoria. As we come to this edition, some of them have now taken place.
The launch of this commemorative cycle began with an event at the Rainforest Room at the
Melbourne Zoo in Parkville on 10 March, exactly 50 years
to the day (10 March 1971) that the proclamation of this
declaration appeared in the Government Gazette.
Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 restrictions, the
numbers able to attend this event were limited. The
invitation to formally launch the 50-year commemoration
was issued to the then Deputy Premier, James Merlino,
but was enacted on his first day as Acting Premier. A
special cake with an icing topper in the form of a striking,
artistically-beautiful, special design featuring both
species – crafted by the creator of our redesigned
website, Adam Fletcher – was cut by the Acting Premier,
the Chief Executive of Zoos Victoria, Dr Jenny Gray,
Celebrating 50 years of Leadbeater’s Possum and
Helmeted Honeyeater as Victoria’s emblems
Image: S Garth

Steve Meacher, the president of Friends of the
Leadbeater’ Possum and myself as President of the
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater. All were
resplendent in the new Helmeted Honeyeater aprons!
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On 20 March we launched the first of a number of events that celebrate the backbone contribution
that volunteers make to the success of our operations. This involved two guided walks in the
Yellingbo Reserve open to all Friends volunteers. The first was led by our amazing veteran of more
than 32 years of volunteering with Friends, Richard Case, in a six-kilometre circuit of the Woori
Yallock Creek arm of the Reserve and the second was a two- kilometre ramble led by Sue Tardif who
has been involved, in a wide range of capacities, with the Friends for 14 years. There was much
reminiscing and other discussions over a leisurely lunch that followed these walks.
The work of creating, enhancing and protecting suitable habitat for Helmeted Honeyeaters does not
just occur in the Yellingbo Reserve. Extremely valuable efforts that can assist in the creation of
corridors of habitat beyond the Reserve has been overseen by private landholders for many
decades. Working with private landholders has been a major focus of the Friends in recent years,
particularly in relation to the Yellingbo to Butterfield and Beyond Yellingbo projects overseen by our
project officer, Gaye Gadsden. The landholders engaged in these projects are collectively protecting
more than 310 hectares of high-quality habitat for Helmeted Honeyeaters. While working to enhance
the future of Helmeted Honeyeaters many of these landholders had never actually seen a Helmeted
Honeyeater in the wild. On 28 March a wonderful turnout of around 30 landholders engaged in this
habitat work met for a guided walk led by Gaye, Sue Tardif and Marita Hanigan and were bountifully
rewarded by the sight of many Helmeted Honeyeaters. Thanks to Yarra Ranges Council who
provided a nourishing lunch for this event.
The Depot Shed was again a gathering point for a celebration of the work of our Nursery volunteers
with a morning tea and a stroll on 20 May. There was a wonderful turnup of around 30 people, mainly
Nursery volunteers, but also our intrepid Johns Hill Landcare Group seed collectors (Noel Gross and
Julie Thompson). The gathering also honoured 30 years of the operation of the Friends Group
Nursery, established in 1991 which has been a central part of our operations over these three
decades. The term ‘social enterprise’ is now something of a buzz word but back in 1991 had barely
entered the lexicon. The recent celebration represents a great tribute to the far-sighted individuals
who established the Nursery back then and to the amazing volunteers – some of whom have been
part of the Nursery for all these thirty years.
Attending these various events, I am strikingly reminded at what an amazing family the Friends of the
Helmeted Honeyeater community is. We are blessed with wonderful staff, but at the heart of our
endeavours is the legion of steadfast volunteers who represent the engine-room of our various
activities. I salute you all.

Images: S Garth & V Wallace
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Out in the Field
By Bruce Quin

Breeding Season 2020/2021
Final figures for the 2020/2021 Helmeted Honeyeater breeding season at Yellingbo Nature
Conservation Reserve are 43 breeding pairs and 74 fledglings. The number of breeding pairs is a
record for the lifetime of the intensive Recovery Program (1989 to the present), representing two
more than for the previous record set in the 2018/2019 breeding season. The 74 fledglings for the
2020/2021 breeding season represent one less than the highest number
ever recorded which was from the previous breeding season. The
number of breeding pairs during breeding seasons 2018/2019 to
2020/2021 breeding seasons was 39-43 and the number of fledglings
produced was 70-75 and these figures are significantly higher than
corresponding figures for earlier breeding seasons, showing the progress
made in Helmeted Honeyeater population recovery during recent years.
Eighty – seven birds bred during the 2020/2021 breeding season with
one female being replaced by another after the first female was
apparently taken by a predator while on her nest. Numerous feathers
belonging to a Helmeted Honeyeater were on and below the nest and this
scene was observed at another colony later in the season, and for this
Image: A Silcocks
case, it is the male Helmeted Honeyeater belonging to the nest that has
never been seen again. Overall, five females and three males that bred during the 2020/2021
breeding season are believed to have perished at Yellingbo and another male had to be euthanised
at the Australian Wildlife Health Centre (Healesville Sanctuary) because he had gout. It is hoped that
previously non-breeding birds will breed during the 2021/2022 breeding season.

Female Light Pink/ Red’s nest with an
egg, built in tree guards at Yellingbo
in December 2020.

Genetic Rescue
Four pairs containing a genetic rescue bird (one Licola Yellow-tufted Honeyeater; three captive-bred
hybrids) were recorded during the 2020/2021 breeding season and three of these pairs bred
successfully, producing 10 fledglings. A fifth pair containing a genetic rescue bird during the
2020/2021 breeding season comprising a wild-bred male produced from a Helmeted Honeyeater
male and a captive-bred female backcross during the 2019/2020 breeding season and a wild bred
female Helmeted Honeyeater didn’t produce eggs. Genetic rescue at Yellingbo NCR commenced in
August – September 2019 with the release of genetically diverse birds and the individuals that have
successfully bred with Helmeted Honeyeaters during the 2019/2020 and 2020/2021 breeding
seasons are one male Licola Yellow-tufted Honeyeater, two male hybrids, one female hybrid and one
female backcross. This assisted gene flow from genetically diverse birds replicates what was
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occurring naturally before the Helmeted Honeyeater population and Yellow-tufted Honeyeater
Gippsland subspecies population became isolated from each other because of habitat
fragmentation.

Yellow-tufted Honeyeater Collection
The genetic rescue program sees the ‘turnover’ of Yellow-tufted
Honeyeaters (Gippsland subspecies) that have bred successfully in
captivity to avoid genetic over-representation issues. In 2019,
individuals that were collected from Licola in 2017 that had
subsequently produced hybrid offspring in captivity were released
into Yellingbo. Earlier in 2019, four individuals of this subspecies
were collected from Noojee State Forest to replace Licola birds and
two of the four Noojee birds have bred well in captivity (with
Helmeted Honeyeaters). Thus, it had become time to collect more
Yellow-tufted Honeyeaters for the genetic rescue breeding and a
third source site was chosen to capture what genetic variation may
be present in different Yellow-tufted Honeyeaters (Gippsland
subspecies) populations. Moondarra State Park north of Moe was
chosen as the collection site because Dwayne Needham of Noojee
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP), a
feral dog trapper had reported birds drinking at a puddle in late
March (2021). Healesville Sanctuary staff required four YellowMoondarra State Park, collection site of 6
tufted Honeyeaters for the 2021/2022 breeding season, two males
individuals for genetic rescue breeding.
and two females. Two birds were collected on Thurs 15th April
Image: B Quin
(2021) and a further four birds were taken to the sanctuary the
following day. Andrew and Sarah Silcocks and I collected more
birds than needed because they cannot be sexed reliably in the field and hopefully this ensured the
required sex ratio was achieved. Sexing via their DNA revealed 4 males and 2 females and it has
been decided the two extra males will be transferred to Yellingbo during late May (2021) in an
attempt to increase the number of birds adding diversity to the Helmeted Honeyeater gene pool.
The other gain from this collection of Yellow-tufted Honeyeaters from Moondarra State Park is more
focus on protecting riparian habitat from fuel reduction burns. Paula Nink and I liaised with a DELWP
Natural Environment Program Officer in Traralgon who was very sympathetic about protecting
important wildlife populations. That officer will work with fire staff to protect other areas where Yellowtufted Honeyeaters occur in Gippsland from prescribed burns. They will attempt to stop a proposed
fire at Moondarra State Park from burning the narrow riparian zone of the creek containing the colony
of Yellow-tufted Honeyeaters from which the six were collected and a creek to the east, which also
has a small group of Yellow-tufted Honeyeaters, and other riparian vegetation.
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Two of the Moondarra State Park
Yellow-tufted Honeyeaters
Gippsland subspecies collected for
genetic rescue. Male, left, female,
right, note the small helmet present
in some individuals of this
subspecies.

Image: B Quin

Black site
In the two previous editions of HeHo Herald the unexpected and disappointing outcome from the
reintroduction of Helmeted Honeyeaters (and genetic rescue birds) to “Black Site” during 2019 -2020
was described. The heavy loss of reintroduced birds from this site instigated a translocation of the
three remaining birds (a male Helmeted Honeyeater, a female Helmeted Honeyeater and a male
hybrid) to a Cockatoo Swamp site with Helmeted Honeyeaters in Yellingbo NCR on 26th March
(2021). The male hybrid and female Helmeted Honeyeater were still at the Cockatoo Swamp site the
following day, but the two males had returned to Black Site by the 29th March. The female Helmeted
Honeyeater wasn’t seen until the 7th April and she too, had returned to Black Site and this is where all
three have been ever since! The result of this outcome follows the trend of Helmeted Honeyeater
translocations conducted at Yellingbo in 1993 and 2014, with birds quickly returning to the site they
were translocated from. We will leave the three birds at Black Site, but at least they know of the birds
at Blue Site and have the opportunity to return to that site if they want to!

Planning
Plans are progressing for the release of captive-bred birds and the translocation of wild birds from
Yellingbo NCR to a new location away from Yellingbo during July this year, with the aim of
establishing a second Helmeted Honeyeater population. Mel Birtchnell, Dan Harley (Zoos Victoria)
and I have visited other reserves and state forest assessing habitat and other aspects relevant to the
sites’ suitability as release areas. The region with its specific sites that we have chosen is currently
being reviewed by DELWP’s Translocation Evaluation Panel and let’s hope the panel endorses our
choice.
Take care everyone and many thanks for all your highly valued work that is having a
very positive impact! -Bruce
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Seeds and Weeds

By Richard Case

I am pleased to report on our return to active duty, after our enforced leave. We have
renamed the Reveg Group to the Seeds & Weeds Group to more accurately describe
what we do most, although we will continue to do reveg works as the opportunity arises.
Our first day back was the 14 March, a day of mixed weather after heavy rain overnight. I arrived at
Yellingbo to see a bedraggled Kookaburra sitting in the morning sun atop a pine tree out in the
paddock. Picking up the others we made our way through Maccy Ck Bushland where we saw a lone
Eastern Grey Kangaroo as we made our way to Cocky Swamp. The swamp vegetation was quite tall
and dense after recent mild weather, forcing the party to split, with one half working from the edges.
We collected a small amount of Mountain Swamp Gum, much less than on our last visit here in Feb
2020. This may reflect the difficult conditions of the 2019/2020
Summer. Of more concern was the small number of buds
forming up for next year. We shall see. We re-united with our
friends who had collected good amounts of Scented
Paperbark, Woolley Tea-tree and Tassel Cord-rush. On our
return journey, we came across a female Scarlet Robin sitting
Sunday 6th June
quietly in the bush. After lunch at the Nursery, we went out to
the D3 aviary site to collect Australian Gipsywort, a strange,
Sunday 11th July
herby, square-stemmed plant that you may have seen on
hollows in river flats. Surprisingly, there wasn’t much around.
Sunday 15th August
This site appears to have dried and now supports extensive
fern growth. We collected a small amount of Gipsywort, along
Sunday 19th September
with some Tall Sedge and removed one Ragwort (weed).
The 18th of April was largely overcast and cool. Again, we went
All events start at 9.30am from the Nursery
1217 Macclesfield Rd
through Maccy Ck Bushland, stopping to look for Mealy
(Melway Map 305 G11)
Stringybark seed. What we saw was both sparse and fairly
All events are automatically cancelled if winds gusts
green, so we left it, maybe we’ll come back in Spring. On to
reach 50 kph, thunderstorm, severe or extreme weather
Cocky Creek, where I’d found a fallen Mountain Swamp Gum
forecasted or total fire ban and code red days. Please

Seeds & Weeds
Dates

earlier that week. Having the crown of the tree on the ground
is a great advantage when looking for seed! We were able to
get a respectable amount while we were watched by Yellow
Robin, Grey Shrike-thrush and a Yellow-faced Honeyeater. On

check Yarra Glen forecast and Bureau of Meteorology
warnings at 5pm the day before.

** Please bring a face mask and hand sanitiser

the way out we stopped at nearby Young’s Swamp. The plants
here represent many different age classes, with the smaller
ones being at that awkward, hard-to-see size. Most spectacular is a magnificent old and spreading
Mountain Swamp Gum, quite different from the slender trees we usually see, not far from the gate.
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Beginnings~ remember when..
By Bob Anderson

This is an appeal to all members who can
jog their memories and check my version
of the beginnings of the Friends history.
It’s 1989.

Introducing Bob ~ a note from Sue Tardif
For those who don’t know Bob, he was the founding President of the
Friends and spent almost two decades in that role. An incredible
contribution that gained Bob an OAM in 2010. I think of Bob as a friend,
mentor and holder of much wisdom and knowledge. I have always loved
sharing in Bob’s memories and thought you may too.

The late Steve Craig,
23 May our founder, called
the first meeting for May 23rd 1989. Steve recognised that it was critical that the
community knew there were only 50 Helmeted Honeyeaters remaining in the wild. Over 200
enthusiasts crowded the Lilydale Senior Citizens Centre and the Friends became a reality. I know that
Richard Case, Noel Gross and the late Dudley Gross were there. Who else can add to the story?
rd

Move on to the 11th of July and the 100+ folk who attended that meeting fitted
11th July into the Senior Citizens Centre. In a leap of faith and serendipitous good fortune,
Steve Craig and I had recently exchanged conversations through our mutual
love of the environment and Steve asked if I’d chair the meeting. It was the easiest meeting for me to
chair. The interim committee was selected and working groups were formed. It was a delight to
observe all people align themselves to a working group without any fuss. This was the beginnings of
the enthusiasm, the commitment and the long-term involvement to conservation by members.
The Works Group planned to arrange a vegetation survey of
Yellingbo Reserve, as it was known then, and private property.
The Working Groups and their leaders
commenced as:
To assist with surveys, bird sighting excursions were to be held
at Parslow’s Bridge. Later on, Ranger Mick Keenan, arranged a
Bird Survey – Ian Smales & Steve Craig
number of visits and it was really exciting to be among a group
of enthusiasts to see a Helmeted Honeyeater for the very first
time. The Community Education Group was hoping to develop
an Educational Kit, a tree planting guide and materials to

Publicity – Maudie Shackleford
Community Education – Geoff Lade &Reg Johnson
Newsletter – Robyn Forster
Fund Raising – vacant
Works – Richard Davey

advertise the plight of the Helmeted Honeyeater. The Friends
had a huge challenge in front of them. There was nothing
available to educate the Victorian community about its unique bird emblem. The meeting was closed
with a vote of thanks proposed by Ian Smales to Steve Craig for his work to establish a Friends
Group. There was overwhelming support for Steve.
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The first Newsletter appeared on the 27th July and a further issue two months
24 July later with Sheena Geysen as the new editor. The Shire of Lillydale, now part of
Yarra Ranges Council, funded printing and postage.The interim committee
meeting was held at Geoff Lade’s home where the following issues were discussed: a logo, the
incorporation document and information for local councillors and State Members of Parliament.
th

At the first General Meeting for members held at Healesville Sanctuary logo
19 August designs were displayed, the first Yellingbo Primary School planting with
Pembroke Primary School was announced and incorporation documents were
accepted. The Friends were apprised of the commencement of the captive breeding program by the
Recovery team Leader, Peter Menkhorst from The Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands (a
forerunner to what’s now DELWP) and Healesville Sanctuary staff.
th

At the committee meeting a logo by Liz Darby was accepted. Ian Smales had 3
11 September active Helmeted Honeyeater nests under observation. Geoff Lade had a school
kit under development. Maudie Shackleford, Publicity, had arranged Dr Davis
McCaughey, Governor of Victoria, as Chief Patron. What a coup for a group only a few months old to
th

gain vice-regal patronage! Mark Ashby became the new Works Group Leader, making plans to
target properties for revegetation with priorities for allocating funds as follows:

1

Fencing of
remnant
vegetation on
private land in
Yellingbo area

2

Provision of local
indigenous
propagated
species for
planting on private
land

3

Production of a
community
education
leaflet

4

Setting up a
community
plant nursery

At this time the Yellingbo Reserve had two Rangers and a Works Crew. The fledgling Friends group
was not required to work in the Reserve, hence the emphasis was to work on private property. In the
early years the Friends worked on 16 properties fencing and replanting to provide new habitat.
A committee meeting and a General Meeting for members was held at the
18 November Healesville Sanctuary. Don Franklin, ornithologist, joins the committee and
reports the latest number of birds is 35. Ian Jackson accepted the position of
Public Officer. Pakenham Shire Council is to send a notice concerning the Helmeted Honeyeater with
rate notices.
th

12th December

At the committee meeting it was reported that the first Helmeted Honeyeater
poster using Len Robinson’s photo is being designed. Nurseries are being
asked to raise indigenous plants for the Friends plantings. The education kit is well into the planning
stage. The first year of operation ended with spirits high and many volunteers working on more than
one sub-committee.
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A privileged role
By Sue Tardif

If you’re after exercise that raises your heart rate, don’t register for one of our Bird
surveys, and definitely don’t come to a Flora, Fungi, Frog or Platypus survey! Our citizen science
surveys are getting us outdoors exercising and active in the diverse
Kellie sums it up beautifully~ surrounds of Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve (YNCR) but our
surveys are focussed on small groups getting together and slowing the
My life is so fast paced, I really
pace to really look at what life is around us - plants, animals, fungi etc need more of this. Slowing down
and learn together as we record these. The research evidence is clear.
and really noticing what's in the
Most people learn best by teaching others and doing, than by
bush is so good for me.
discussion and demonstration, whilst reading comes a very poor last.
With this strongly in mind, I have been welcoming many new
volunteers into YNCR to use the power of citizen science to discover
and visually record the incredible diversity of species the Friends are
working to conserve at YNCR. There’s a real beauty in using simple
techniques, with equipment most people use every day (smartphone),
in a beautiful visual environment and amongst like-minded people.
With just a willingness to have a go, I have no hesitation in saying
everyone who participates in a survey is contributing to building a
visual, and scientifically rigorous, record of all living things within this
very special ecosystem. Over time, we will develop a greater
understanding of YNCR, but more than that, we are sharing that
information and the joy of discovery, all whilst contributing to known
scientific data of the natural world. Our verified records automatically
Bird and frog surveying at YNCR
become part of the Atlas of Living
Image: Jo C
Australia, Australia's national
biodiversity database. Regularly, our records are one of only a few
having been recorded for Australia. As I write, Friends volunteers
have recorded 369 species from 944 observations, whilst 175
people have been online helping us identify and verify our records,
amplifying our community reach. Specialists in their field are
routinely online helping us verify our observations, and they’re also
asking for our help. Dr. Ximo Mengual, for example, researcher and
Diptera (true flies) curator at Museum Koenig in Bonn, Germany has
asked for permission to use the photo from one of our survey
Image: S Tardif
volunteers, Bruce, in his soon to be published scientific paper. It's a
great illustration of the genus (type) Dr Mengual tells us, adding they are very important pollinators

Nature Walk along Woori Yallock Creek
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and play a crucial ecological and economic
Keep track of our YNCR survey project progress from the
role. They are bio-indicators of
comfort of home at this link:
environmental health and can demonstrate
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/yellingbo-and-surrounds.
the effects of climate change on pollinators.
Will we help Dr. Mengual? Of course!
In June, together with one of our regular survey volunteers, Rachel, I will be commencing a series of
sessions with teenagers and their teachers from Woori Yallock Farm School. We’ll be utilising
iNaturalist as a way of introducing environmental volunteering to young people, all whilst contributing
to their attainment of a Certificate I in Conservation and Land Management. The school’s excited
about it, as the teachers who will be learning too. Teenagers, smart phones, being outside during
school class time and teens knowing more than their teachers. How could that not work?!!
Alan has written about the new musical works on the Helmeted
Honeyeater ‘Run, Sing, Fly’ and ‘Songs from the Box and
Swamp’ performances and project collaboration. My part over
the past months has been hosting some early pre-dawn
mornings, sunset hours and time in-between with the amazing
and humble team who are capturing the sound recordings and
images for the final composition and performance staging. The
natural world doesn’t always perform on cue, but that’s been
the pure joy of working with a creative team. They adapt.
The joy of Friends groups is working with volunteers who so
willingly share their knowledge and skills with us, whilst also
Hosting Jane Hammond, Theresa Borg and
learning about, and sharing in, our behind-the-scenes world.
Angus Hamilton capturing the sounds of YNCR
My thanks to Ron Willemsen, Rachel Potter and Eliza Lamb for
Image: S Tardif
their help as peer leaders with the surveys. Whilst recording the
things we love in the bush, many volunteers also pull out the occasional weed before it flowers and
sets seed or pick up dumped rubbish – thank you! Marilyn Edwards has shared her video making
skills and Amy Gregorovich is helping both Mel and I get our heads around social media and helping
me to plan a program of events in semester 2 for tertiary students studying environmental
science/conservation. Mim and Jas have agreed to be profiled in a video we are working with
Remember the Wild to produce… but more on that in an upcoming HeHo Herald!
We remain mindful of the fact that COVID-19 can necessitate rapid change to the Friends planned
events and volunteering opportunities. Our regular e-News Friends Volunteer Update will keep you
updated along with our website and Facebook page. If you would like to be added to the e-News
mailing list, please email Sue at: friendsvolunteer1989@gmail.com

I’ll leave you with some images of what has brought
smiles to our faces as we tread lightly and record
the world in YNCR. Enjoy J
Image: S Tardif
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Coordinator’s Column

By Melanie Birtchnell

Launched on 5th June, 1974 (46 years ago), World
Happy World Environment Day! Environment Day has been a wonderful vehicle for
raising global awareness of all aspects of environmental- and planet- care. This year, World
Environment Day is Saturday, 5th June and the theme is ecosystem restoration, a theme close
to our hearts here at the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater! With our physical movements
limited again at the moment, what action can you take - either on June 5th or as a pledge for
this year - to help restore ecosystems?
I am thrilled to announce we have officially completed our National Landcare-funded 20 Million
Trees project: 33,500 plants have been planted into Parslows Swamp and open areas in the
3.2ha site. This project has transformed these once-degraded sites and I look forward to
sharing news of their progress…and the arrival of some breeding pairs…!
Berwick Lodge, Chum Creek and Badger’s Creek PS are our Ambassador Schools this year.
Shire of Yarra Ranges is funding much of the Ambassador Programme delivery for the SoYR
schools; the Andrews Foundation is supporting delivery for Berwick Lodge. I will share news
with you as the programme rolls out. Recently, the Field Naturalists’ Club of Victoria – Junior
members and their families came to visit Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve. It was a very
talkative morning with lots of great questions, followed by a wander along the Woori Yallock
Creek. The Juniors were delighted to spy some Helmeted Honeyeaters, including a fledgling
that came to ground close by to eat some fungi! So special to bear witness to these young
people so fully fascinated by threatened species conservation. Thanks Sue Bendel, for helping
on the day and for organising the day with the FNCV Junior Leader.
After much planning (and a year delay owing to restrictions last year), Andrew Rice (Greening
Australia) and I delivered a highly successful pilot education project: spanning Haining Farm
and Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve. Almost 100 Year 9 Strathcona Girls Grammar
School students and support staff visited across two days! These students were on school
camp over several days, making their way along the Yarra River from Mount Donna Buang
back to their school. Regrettably, the third group of students and staff were bused directly
back to school on account of lockdown. The days consisted of: a morning programme at
Haining Farm (Launching Place), a degraded dairy farm that partially is being restored as
future habitat for Leadbeater’s Possum (lowland genetics) and Helmeted Honeyeater; and an
afternoon at Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve learning about remnant ecosystems and
trying our hands at nursery work. It was a full and ambitious plan but worked so well! This
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partnership with Haining Farm really demonstrates FoHH’s commitment to supporting the
Helmeted Honeyeater’s expansion across the landscape. To that end, I have been working
closely with Bruce Quin (Senior Ornithologist, DELWP) and Dr Dan Harley (Threatened
Species Biologist, Zoos Victoria) to locate suitable habitat for future releases of Helmeted
Honeyeaters (and Leadbeater’s Possums). It has been a joy to work with Bruce and Dan on
this vital project that aims to translocate Helmeted Honeyeaters into well-considered sites
away from Yellingbo for risk spreading and population expansion. Wonderful work, albeit
sobering to the extent of habitat destruction and decline across and beyond these taxa’s
ranges.

FoHH Members’ Meeting

Announcing the 2021 Members’ Day on

Saturday 19 June at 10am
at Depot Shed, Shield Road Yellingbo for a presentation, morning tea
and walk with the birds
Speaker –Max Campbell, President of FNCV
Invertebrates, biodiversity and the plague ape
Naturalist and current President of the Field Naturalists Club of Victoria, Max is an experienced macro
photographer and microscopist with a special interest
in video microscopy. He is very committed to the
conservation of biodiversity and ecosystems
specialising in invertebrates. He has been a biologist,
educator and active naturalist for over 50 years.
Muffins, fruit, tea and coffee provided. Please bring a mug and plate.
To assist us with catering, please call Sue on 0427 055 071 or email to possum56@gmail.com to let us know
you are coming and any dietary requirements.
RSVP Essential by the 17th June
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Nursery News
By Michelle Faram

The nursery sales have finally reopened and it has been
wonderful to see our valued customers returning to buy
from our great selection of lovely plants. We are currently having a sale on our
fabulous ferns to celebrate the occasion.
We were disappointed to lose the assistance of the PPWCMA Working for Victoria
crews in the nursery, when the program finished in April. Their help over summer
was a real bonus and the extra number of workers gave
us the opportunity to catch up with some of our
production and other maintenance tasks. Fortunately for
us our mainstay volunteers, along with a couple of
9am- 3pm
newer faces, have been attending the nursery in great

Nursery Hours

Little Wattlebird,

Anthochaera chrysoptera,
visitor to the Banksia
spinulosa growing in the
nursery garden.

numbers and we have been able to keep up the pace.
The nursery team have remained very busy continuing

Tuesday, Thursday, Friday

our maintenance program, producing new plants and
packing plant orders for Melbourne Water, Yarra

From April to Deceomber

Ranges Council, Cardinia Council and a number of
private orders. We still have more plant orders to fulfill,

Image: M Faram

including those already mentioned and also for Parks
Victoria and for our Coordinator, Melanie’s planting program among

9am- 12 noon
First Saturday of the month

others. Unfortunately after the long Covid lockdown a number of our
regular volunteers were no longer able to rejoin us and their input has been sadly missed. A morning
tea for National Volunteer week helped celebrate the work of our wonderful nursery volunteers who so
generously donate their time. The event was organized in recognition of their extraordinary
contribution to the preservation of the Helmeted Honeyeater and its habitat. Lots of volunteers were in
attendance on the day and were a representation of all nursery activity days.
Pam, Pete, Robin Ruth, Peter and Betty
enjoying the chance to catch up

Nursery volunteers Johan, Vin, Gwen,

Volunteers enjoyed a morning in YNCR birdwatching and checking on reveg sites

Chris, Ian, Christine,Marilyn and Graeme
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Beyond Yellingbo

By Gaye Gadsden

Thirty landholders who are taking conservation
action through the Beyond Yellingbo project
got their first opportunity to see Helmeted
Honeyeaters on 28 March. At a landholders’
lunch event, Marita, Sue and I led walks with
the hope that the Helmeted Honeyeaters
would be out enjoying the fine weather too.
It is difficult to describe the joy and wonder
on the faces of our groups as they watched
A great photo to capture the memory of a first
the birds. Participating landholder, Deputy
encounter with Helmeted Honeyeaters.
Mayor and Chandler Ward Councillor David
Image: D Eastham
Eastham, took some wonderful photos that
were shared with the group as a memento of the day. They felt very privileged
to have the experience. Collectively this group of Beyond Yellingbo landholders
are protecting 310 hectares of high quality habitat, that's nearly half a Yellingbo
A magnificent lunch provided
by Birds to Butterfield project.
Nature Conservation Reserve. The Beyond Yellingbo Steering Committee gifted
Image: G Gadsden
everyone a Helmeted Honeyeater mug as a further gesture of thanks.
The Beyond Yellingbo Project was very fortunate to be offered two
Working for Victoria (WfV) for the last week of the WfV program. In that
time, the crews removed over a thousand guards and associated stakes
from established revegetation for
reuse across the area. They
planted 2,400 plants across 3
properties. Thanks so much to
Michelle, Shirley, Marita and the
team for having plants available

Local landowners getting to know
each other more over lunch.

despite short notice. As Mel and
Michelle have attested, the
Working for Victoria crew initiative

of the Port Phillip and Westernport
Catchment Management
Authority was invaluable to the Friends. It helped us all to
catch up on work that had fallen behind due to our wonderful
Image: G Gadsden

volunteers not being able to help for so long.

The crews felt that planting future habitat was a
great way to end their program.
Image: G Gadsden
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Spreading our message
The 50th anniversary of our State Bird Emblem is an important milestone and
something to celebrate. Our committed volunteers are the cornerstone of everything
that we do, and research has shown that without the Friends Group, the challenges
facing the Helmeted Honeyeater would be even greater. That’s why a critical focus of
this 50th anniversary is to tell our story, communicate our message and the importance of
conservation for endangered species. We want to increase awareness, because you can’t help
improve the situation if you don’t know about it!
We have been focused on increasing our social media reach via facebook, with regular postings
about what we are doing and also celebrating our achievements. Recently we posted about our
Beyond Yellingbo Project, where amazing landholders are helping to preserve over 300 hectares of
habitat, that’s something to get excited about! We also distributed a media release to celebrate the
50th anniversary event that we held at the Zoo, which resulted in articles in local print media. In
addition Steve Meacher and Alan Clayton were interviewed that day on ABC radio. It all helps to
spread the word and get people involved in the critical cause of environmental conservation.
We’ve written to almost 200 schools in the three local government areas nearest to Yellingbo asking
them to help us raise awareness with their students through our School Art Programme, and just
recently we wrote to every State Member of Parliament, making sure they are aware of the
importance of the 50th anniversary and what they can also do to help. We hope that this helps to raise
awareness and also support for the Helmeted Honeyeater and it’s habitat.

Heho Supporters

Donations are very important to us and help support the
variety of conservation activities FoHH undertakes for our
special bird. So our thanks go to the generosity of...

Ritchies Stores Sue Tardif Mariea Pacheco Sue Bendel Janice Dear-Menish Dorothy Scott
Robyn Young Holly Furlong-Nyari Rachel Potter Beryl Hubschmann John Topma
Michelle Faram Shirley Ruhsam Beverley Faram Jan Fleming Phil Johnston Kaye Case
Karen Alexander Stephen Spillard Darryl Rogan Penny Richards Andrea Summits Peta
Kowalski Shirley Everitt David Goodwin Robert Panjkov Joy Rainey Kathleen & Margo
Cameron Anat Efron Rhonda Fergus Coady Green Anne Taylor Kate & Stephen
Shelmerdine Family Foundation Kerrie Wilkinson
FoHH would like to acknowledge the
ongoing support from Yarra Ranges
Shire for printing and distribution of
the Heho Herald.

If you shop at IGA, you can nominate
FoHH on your Community Benefits
Card and 0.5% of your shopping
docket will be directed to us.
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Contacts
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Office & Nursery
Address 1217 Macclesfield Road, Yellingbo 3139
Post PO Box 131 Woori Yallock 3139
p) 5964 8341
e) info@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au
www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au

Committee Members
President Alan Clayton e) president@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Vice President Gretchen
Szabat Secretary Stephen Garth e) secretary@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Treasurer
Suzanne Cox e) treasurer@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au General Members Robin Young,
Sue Bendel, Richard Case, Virginia Wallace and Amy Gregorovich

Support roles
DELWP Ornithologist Bruce Quin Seeds and Weeds Coordinator Richard Case Nursery
Manager Michelle Faram e) plantnursery@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Volunteer
Coordinator Sue Tardif e) friendsvolunteer1989@gmail.com Environmental Coordinator
Melanie Birtchnell e) environmentalcoordinator@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Yellingbo to
Butterfield Project Gaye Gadsden e) dave989gaye@bigpond.com Webmaster Stephen
Garth e) webmaster@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Merchandise Sue Bendel Fundraising
Coordinator Dorothy Scott e) dorothy@avonsfield.com.au Newsletter Editor Melanie
Treweek Dunn e) newsletter@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Landcare Facilitator Anne
Fitzpatrick m) 0488 766 113 e) facilitator@yrl.org.au
FoHH respectfully acknowledge the Wurundjeri People as the Traditional Custodians of the lands
known as Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve. We recognise their continuing connection to
land, water and wildlife and pay our respect to Elders past, present and emerging.
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